Ms. Brenda Edwards  
U.S. Department of Energy  
Building Technologies Program  
1000 Independence Avenue, SW  
Mailstop EE-2J  
Washington, DC 20585


Dear Ms. Edwards,

This letter constitutes the comments of the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Appliance Standards Awareness Project in response to the Department of Energy (DOE) notice of availability of the Framework Document (FD) regarding Energy Conservation Standards for Commercial Clothes Washers (CCWs). 77 Fed. Reg. 48108. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input to this process.

All major product categories should be included in the DOE Analysis

It should be noted that “other commercial applications” in the statutory definition of this product category include washers used for on-premise laundry. The FD assumes, without citing data, that applications other than coin laundries and multi-housing common areas constitute a “small segment” of the market,¹ and the category was largely ignored in the technical analysis for the 2010 rule.²

One of the major venues for on-premise laundry is the hospitality industry. We note that the lodging industry reported nearly 4.9 million guestrooms in 2011 with an occupancy factor of 60% in properties with 15 or more rooms.³ Additionally, the 17,000 bed and breakfast establishments averaged 6 rooms with a reported occupancy of about 44%.⁴ While large establishments often use larger laundry equipment not covered by the DOE CCW standards, the size of the hospitality industry alone makes on-premise laundry equipment a sector clearly worthy of evaluation in the DOE analysis. And while the total unit count may indeed be smaller than the other two sectors evaluated in the previous analysis, this subgroup may have distinctive usage factors that will influence total energy and water use for covered CCWs.

¹ Framework Document, p. 25.  
² See, for example: Commercial Clothes Washers Final Rule Technical Support Document, December 2009. Chapter 6, Energy and Water Use Determination, p. 6-5. “. . . DOE focused only on these two building applications to determine the appropriate number of commercial clothes washer cycles per year.”  
Test Procedure Issues

The energy savings in CCWs achieved by reducing the remaining moisture content (RMC) of clothing at the end of the wash cycle are largely dependent on moisture-sensing termination controls in commercial dryers. The prevalence of timer-activated termination controls in commercial dryers must be considered. In its 2010 analysis, DOE used its residential clothes washer analysis from the year 2000 to determine a relationship between RMC and MEF for the purpose of calculating the dryer energy for commercial clothes washers.\(^5\)

Additionally, the effectiveness of automatic termination controls, to the extent they are present in commercial dryers, will also affect energy savings from CCWs that achieve a lower RMC. A 2009 report by Ecos Consulting looking at residential clothes dryers found that termination control strategies can vary in effectiveness and that actual drying energy varied by 20 to 30 percent for the same load, largely because energy use at the end of cycle is not being captured in the current test procedure.\(^6\)

We support establishing new efficiency standards based on IMEF metric to capture standby and off-mode power and IWF metric to capture water consumption from all temperature cycles. Additionally, the cold temperature usage factor (.37) in the current test procedure should be corroborated for the commercial environment.

Reuse of Previous Analyses

DOE should specify the portions of the 2010 analysis that will be reused in the current rulemaking, and to what extent data, if not methodology, will be updated.

Market Assessment

DOE should confirm the split between the coin laundry and multifamily housing sectors of the market. The different operating characteristics of these subsectors have significant influence on the life-cycle costs and payback period analysis, and erroneous estimates of subsector shipments may significantly skew the outcome of the rulemaking.

Product Classes

DOE must reconsider the division of CCWs into separate product classes for top-loading and front-loading machines. As stated in the FD:

During the previous energy conservation standards rulemaking for CCWs, DOE promulgated standards for two product classes: top-loading and front-loading. DOE stated that it had identified at least one consumer utility related to the method of loading clothes. Specifically, DOE determined that the longer cycle


times of front-loading CCWs versus cycle times for top-loaders are likely to significantly impact consumer utility. In commercial and multi-housing settings, it is beneficial to consumers with multiple, sequential laundry loads to approximately match CCW cycle times to those of the dryers to maximize throughput and minimize wait times, and wash times of 70–115 minutes would be longer than most drying cycles. Because the longer wash cycle times for front-loaders arise from the reduced mechanical action of agitation as compared to top-loaders, DOE stated such longer cycles may be required to achieve the necessary cleaning, and thereby constitute a performance-related utility of frontloading CCWs versus top-loading CCWs under the meaning of 42 U.S.C. 6295(q). 75 FR 1122, 1130-34.

For the reasons stated above and in the previous rulemaking, DOE is considering retaining these two product classes during this rulemaking.7

In the 2010 final rule, DOE was drawing comparisons from a February 2009 Consumer Reports article on residential washers contrasting front-loader cycle times of 50 to 115 minutes with top-loader cycle times of 30 to 85 minutes. Currently, however, Speed Queen has two models of commercial front loaders with a cycle time of 27 minutes, while two of their models of top-loaders are advertised at 16 to 31 minutes and a third commercial top loader simply advertised as “programmable”. Unimac, which is another Alliance brand, offers comparably sized top and front loaders with respectively the same cycle times with the added note “plus fill time”, which would presumably add at least another minute or two, and may apply to the Speed Queen machines. For comparison, GE’s commercial top loader is listed with a wash time of 24.5 minutes excluding water fill time. And Electrolux has a comparably sized commercial front-loader with a “total time” of 31 minutes. Thus, today’s commercial front loaders operate within the same time range as the top loaders, a fact that obviates DOE’s principal rationale for two separate product classes.8

Technology Assessment

Temperature-differentiated pricing controls should be added to the list of technology options that manufacturers can use to reduce energy consumption in machine operation. This feature is already being offered by Whirlpool and by Alliance in their Speed Queen branded products. Temperature differentiated pricing offers launderers the incentive to opt for lower temperature settings than they might otherwise select under undifferentiated pricing. Such controls allow a machine’s owner or leasee to pass through a share of the energy savings resulting from less frequent use of hot water to the end user making the temperature selection. The test procedure for CCWs can allow credit for inclusion of such a feature without altering the mechanics of the test procedure itself.

8 DOE previously concluded that first cost is not a “feature” that provides consumer utility for purposes of EPCA, nor is accessing a top-loading washer without stooping a consumer utility when clothes dryers invariably operate in a front-loading format. See 75 Fed. Reg. 1133-1134.
Engineering Analysis

In the FD, DOE stated that the Department is unaware of any top-loaders that exceed the January 8, 2013 baseline efficiency level and therefore did not identify any efficiency levels above the baseline to analyze. However, the absence of current products on the market that exceed the baseline level does not necessarily mean that efficiency levels above the baseline are not technologically feasible. As noted by DOE in the FD, the maximum available efficiency level is not necessarily equivalent to the “max-tech” level since there may be technology options for improving efficiency that have not yet been incorporated into current products. If DOE retains separate product classes for top-loaders and front-loaders, DOE must identify a max-tech level for top-loaders.

Energy and Water Use Analysis

Cycles per year should be determined for on-premise laundries as well as for coin laundries and multifamily housing.

Life-Cycle Cost and Payback Period Analysis

Energy, Water and Wastewater Prices. The most recent AWWA/Raftelis survey should be used. The 2010 survey contains water price information for 308 utilities and wastewater price information for 228 utilities.

Shipments Analysis

Energy Star unit shipment data for 2011 implies a total market of approximately 200,000 new CCWs that year. Since the program partners supplying data to Energy Star are the manufacturers supplying data to DOE for this analysis, these data points should be reflected in DOE’s shipments analysis.

Monetizing Carbon Dioxide and Other Emissions Reductions

DOE’s proposed methodology for monetizing carbon dioxide significantly underestimates the benefits associated with CO2 emissions reductions. As argued by NRDC economist Laurie Johnson in a recently published paper in the Journal of Environmental Studies and Sciences, attached as appendix A, the values developed by the interagency committee for social cost of carbon which DOE proposes to use in its analysis significantly underestimate the negative effects that CO2 emissions will have on future generations. As described in detail in Appendix A, the primary flaw in the interagency committee’s analysis is that it does not use appropriate discount rates or discounting methodology for intergenerational costs and benefits (for intergenerational benefits, OMB permits discount rates between 1 and 3 percent, whereas the lowest discount rate used by the committee was 2.5 percent). The study found that CO2 emissions are likely to impose damages between 2.6 to more than 12 times higher than the government’s primary estimate,

---

10 Ibid. p. 23.
resulting in a range of $55 to $266 per ton. Even these estimates may be too low if future temperature increases are outside the middle range predicted by climate scientists (the $55 to $266 figures are central estimates, corresponding to DOE’s central estimate of $21/ton of CO2) and because many of the large potential damage categories expected to result from climate change are not monetized. Given these shortcomings, we urge DOE to include a scenario in its analysis using 99th percentile estimates of the SCC.

Thank you very much for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Edward R. Osann
Senior Policy Analyst
Natural Resources Defense Council

Meg Waltner
Energy Efficiency Advocate
Natural Resources Defense Council

Joanna Mauer
Technical Advocacy Coordinator
Appliance Standards Awareness Project


Questions about or responses to this letter may be directed to Edward R. Osann, Natural Resources Defense Council, 1314 Second Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401; 310-434-2300; eosann@nrdc.org.
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Abstract In 2010, as part of a rulemaking on efficiency standards, the U.S. government published its first estimates of the benefits of reducing CO₂ emissions, referred to as the social cost of carbon (SCC). Using three climate economic models, an interagency task force concluded that regulatory impact analyses should use a central value of $21 per metric ton of CO₂ for the monetized benefits of emission reductions. In addition, it suggested that sensitivity analysis be carried out with values of $5, $35, and $65. These estimates have been criticized for relying upon discount rates that are considered too high for intergenerational cost–benefit analysis, and for treating monetized damages equivalently between regions, without regard to income levels. We reestimate the values from the models (1) using a range of discount rates and methodologies considered more appropriate for the very long time horizons associated with climate change and (2) using a methodology that assigns "equity weights" to damages based upon relative income levels between regions—i.e., a dollar’s worth of damages occurring in a poor region is given more weight than one occurring in a wealthy region. Under our alternative discount rate specifications, we find an SCC 2.6 to over 12 times larger than the Working Group’s central estimate of $21; results are similar when the government’s estimates are equity weighted. Our results suggest that regulatory impact analyses that use the government’s limited range of SCC estimates will significantly understate potential benefits of climate mitigation. This has important implications with respect to greenhouse gas standards, in which debates over their stringency focus critically on the benefits of regulations justifying the industry compliance costs.
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Introduction

In February of 2010, an interagency committee of the U.S. government published its first estimates of the “social cost of carbon” (SCC), a monetized value of the marginal benefit of reducing 1 ton of CO₂.¹ This committee, established in 2009 under the direction of the Obama Administration, was created after the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in 2007 ruled, essentially, that the National Highway Transportation Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) had to assign a dollar value to benefits from reducing CO₂ emissions (i.e., “monetize” them) when the agency issued fuel economy standards.

NHTSA had taken the position that because there was a range of values for the benefits from CO₂ emission reductions in the economics literature, the agency should exclude any monetary value for them in its analysis of costs and benefits. The Court said: “NHTSA’s reasoning is arbitrary and capricious for several reasons. First, while the record shows that there is a range of values, the value of carbon emissions reduction is certainly not zero” (Center for Biological Diversity v. NHTSA, 538F.3d 1172, 1200; 9th Cir., 2008).

The court’s decision highlighted the need for an SCC estimate that could be used consistently across all

¹ Models are being developed for other gases as well; in the meantime, their impacts are approximated by multiplying the SCC by a gas’s CO₂ equivalency, or its “global warming potential.” See the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report (2007).
government agencies. Toward this end, the Obama Administration formed the committee, called the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, in 2009 (“Working Group”). The Working Group, comprised of six executive branch offices and six regulatory agencies, was charged with developing the first official estimates of the SCC.

The SCC estimates published by the Working Group included a central value of $21 per metric ton of CO₂, with a range of alternatives to use for sensitivity analysis, equal to $5, $35, and $65.2 Though the Working Group did not require agencies use a particular value, it did give some guidance: “…the central value that emerges is [21 per ton of CO₂]...For purposes of capturing the uncertainties involved in regulatory impact analysis, we emphasize the importance and value of considering the full range.” (US Government 2010, pp. 3, 25, 33).

Government regulatory agencies are now routinely using these estimates to calculate greenhouse gas reduction benefits in regulatory impact analyses (RIAs). While some statutes (e.g., the Clean Air Act) prohibit using the results of cost–benefit analysis in determining health-based standards, agencies still monetize benefits and present them, pursuant to several executive orders. (An executive order is a directive from the President to executive branch agencies, in this case, concerning procedures for developing regulations; an executive order does not change the agency’s substantive obligations under the statute that it is enforcing).

The Working Group’s SCCs have been widely criticized by economists, climate scientists, and environmental advocates, among others, for significantly understating future climate damages. This article focuses on two factors that substantially reduced the Working Group’s estimates: its chosen discount rates and discounting methodology, and its decision not to weigh damages by the income levels of where they occur.3

Because compliance costs are usually incurred in the near term but benefits accrued much farther out, the discount rate is especially critical in climate policy analysis: the compounding effect of interest rates heavily penalizes estimated benefits, while costs are much less impacted. A high discount rate thus favors critics of greenhouse gas regulations and weakens the case regulatory agencies can make in setting stringent standards.

The Working Group chose high discount rates from a range of observed market interest rates (i.e., upper end values from the range were selected). Lower market interest rates, as well as alternative discount rates based upon inter-generational concerns, were not considered, despite their acceptance in both the economics literature and official government guidelines.

A well-established methodology for equity weighting was also available to the Working Group, but not used. Equity weighting assigns a higher value to a dollar’s worth of damage occurring in a poor region than to one occurring in a wealthy one. With the majority of climate impacts expected to occur in low-income countries, this significantly lowered the Working Group’s estimates.

In this paper, we reestimate the SCC models using discount rates that weigh future generations’ costs and benefits more heavily than those used by the Working Group. Separately, we also reestimate the models using equity weights. Under our alternative discount rate specifications, we find an SCC 2.6 to over 12 times larger than the Working Group’s central estimate of $21; results are similar when the government’s estimates are equity weighted.

In addition to demonstrating the importance of these key assumptions, we hope to provide a useful introduction to the social cost of carbon accessible to an interdisciplinary audience. Because the SCC involves a number of deeply ethical and philosophical issues, and depends critically on the SCC models accurately capturing climate science, it is essential that its further development includes input from a broad range of disciplines spanning both the social and physical sciences.

The second section (“The social cost of carbon models used by the Working Group”) describes the general structure of social cost of carbon models, and the overall framework used by the Working Group. The next section (“Technical background on discounting”) provides background on discounting, followed by a detailed discussion in the fourth section of related parameters (discount rates and equity weights) chosen by the Working Group. In the fifth section, “Discount rates and methodology as implemented by the Working Group” we critique the Working Group’s assumptions, and in “Re-estimating the WG’s estimates using alternative discounting and equity weighting” re-estimate their SCCs using criteria we consider more appropriate for intergenerational climate damages. “Policy implications” examines cost–benefit calculations in two federal regulatory impact analyses utilizing the SCC. We conclude in the final section.

---

2 All figures in this article are given in 2007 dollars, and rounded to the nearest dollar.
3 As discussed further below, other variables are also important in explaining the Working Group’s low SCCs, including the limited number of damages represented in the SCC models, a limited representation of catastrophic risks, and a lack of accounting for risk aversion—which generally increases the SCC (Kousky and Kopp, 2011). Unfortunately, re-estimating the SCC along any of these lines would require additional data currently unavailable, methodologies that are only in early stages of development within the literature, or both.
The social cost of carbon models used by the Working Group

The Working Group relied upon three climate economic models to estimate the SCC, called integrated assessment models (IAMs). IAMs, as suggested by their name, integrate climate science with economic analysis. Their overall architecture is relatively straight forward. First, they project future emissions based upon various socioeconomic (GDP and population) projections. Emissions are then translated into atmospheric concentration levels, concentration levels into temperature changes, and temperature changes into monetized economic damages. Damages increase over time as physical and economic systems become more stressed in response to greater climate change.

Damages are only included to the extent that they impact human welfare in some way (i.e., the SCC is an anthropocentric measure of well-being), and are based upon monetized estimates of impacts as published in the economics literature. These include damages such as property value losses due to rising sea levels, positive and negative impacts on agriculture, changes in heating and cooling expenditures, climate-related diseases such as malaria and dengue fever, and ecosystem losses.

It is generally acknowledged that the SCC is likely to underestimate impacts by excluding a large number of factors that would increase it while excluding only a very small number of countervailing forces. This is reflected in how the Working Group summarizes potential biases, and their implications for future SCC estimates:

…Current IAMs do not assign value to all of the important physical, ecological, and economic impacts of climate change recognized in the climate change literature…because of lack of precise information on the nature of damages and because the science incorporated into these models understandably lags behind the most recent research. Our ability to quantify and monetize impacts will undoubtedly improve with time. But it is also likely that even in future applications, a number of potentially significant damage categories will remain non-monetized. (Ocean acidification is one example of a potentially large damage from CO2 emissions not quantified by any of the three models. Species and wildlife loss is another example that is exceedingly difficult to monetize).

…As noted above, the damage functions underlying the three IAMs used to estimate the SCC may not capture the economic effects of all possible adverse consequences of climate change and may therefore lead to underestimates of the SCC (Mastrandrea 2009). In particular, the models’ functional forms may not adequately capture: (1) potentially discontinuous “tipping point” behavior in Earth systems,4 (2) inter-sectoral and inter-regional interactions,5 including global security impacts of high-end warming, and (3) limited near-term substitutability between damage to natural systems and increased consumption.

It is the hope of the interagency group that over time researchers and modelers will work to fill these gaps and that the SCC estimates used for regulatory analysis by the Federal government will continue to evolve with improvements in modeling (US Government 2010, pp. 29, 31)

Against these sources of downward biases, the Working Group notes two factors that might bias the SCC in either direction.6

[The] models do not adequately account for potential adaptation or technical change that might alter the emissions pathway and resulting damages. In this respect, it is difficult to determine whether the incomplete treatment of adaptation and technological change in these IAMs under or overstate the likely damages (US Government 2010, p. 30).

The three models the Working Group relied upon were three popular IAMs used in the peer-reviewed literature: DICE, Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect (PAGE), and Climate Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation, and Distribution (FUND). DICE (Dynamic Integrated Climate and Economy) evolved from a series of energy models, and was developed by William Nordhaus (Nordhaus and Boyer 2000; Nordhaus 2008); PAGE has been used by European decision makers in assessing the marginal impact of carbon reduction:6

4 The PAGE model used by the Working Group (see below) does include potential damages from tipping points. For any given temperature increase above some tolerable threshold, the model assigns a positive probability of reaching a tipping point. It then specifies a percentage of world GDP that would be lost in that instance. See Hope (2006, 2008) for a more detailed description.
5 These impacts refer to interactions between events, where one type of climate damage can lead to, or exacerbate, another. For example, extreme weather events could lead to various public health damages (“inter-sectoral”) or mass migration, which in turn could lead to geopolitical international conflicts (“inter-regional”).
6 In the case of downward biases, the Working Group notes several ways in which the models may be overly optimistic with respect to adaptation and technology assumptions. DICE, for example, assumes healthcare technologies improve over time, so that health impacts are reduced. In PAGE, an explicit parameter specifies the percentage of damages that can be adapted to, with especially large amounts assumed in the version of PAGE used by the Working Group, so much so that Ackerman et al. (2009) questioned whether so much adaptation would actually occur in reality (the model has since been updated with reduced percentages). In both DICE and FUND, assumed changes in agricultural practices mitigate some climate impacts, but these calibrations do not account for negative effects of increased climate variability, pests, or diseases.
emissions, and was developed by Chris Hope (Hope 2006, 2008); FUND was originally developed to study international capital transfers in climate policy and is now widely used to study climate impacts (e.g., Tol 2002a, b, 2009; Anthoff et al. 2009), and developed initially by Richard Tol.7

While the models differ in certain respects,8 the Working Group treated them identically with respect to three factors: (1) uncertainty in future emission levels and the resulting climate sensitivity; (2) inclusion of global impacts; and (3) discount rates and discounting methodology.

Uncertainty in future emissions and climate sensitivity

To reflect uncertainty in future emission levels and climate response, the Working Group selected five socioeconomic and emissions trajectories. The trajectories were developed by the Stanford Energy Modeling Forum (EMF).9 Four represent possible business-as-usual (BAU) scenarios varying by population, wealth, and emissions growth; these produced CO2 concentration levels ranging from 612 to 889 ppm by 2100. The fifth scenario represents an emissions pathway that achieves stabilization at 550 ppm CO2-equivalency (CO2-only concentrations of 425–484 ppm) in 2100, a lower-than-BAU trajectory the Working Group considered consistent with widespread action by countries to mitigate ghg emissions, or unexpected advances in low-carbon technologies.

The Working Group further treated uncertainty in climate projections by using a statistical procedure known as a Monte Carlo simulation. A Monte Carlo simulation runs any given model repeatedly, each time randomly picking values for uncertain parameters with specified probability distributions. In this case, the random parameter was climate sensitivity, defined as the long-term increase in the annual global-average surface temperature from a doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentration relative to pre-industrial levels (or stabilization at a concentration of approximately 550 parts per million (ppm)). For each emissions scenario, a model was run 10,000 times. This produced 150,000 “sub” SCC estimates, which were then further averaged to produce a final SCC (3 models×5 emissions scenarios×10,000 runs per emission scenario), for each of the Working Group’s three discount rates (discussed further below).

To determine a probability distribution to use for climate sensitivity, the Working Group consulted with lead authors of the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The most authoritative statement about equilibrium climate sensitivity appears in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report:

Basing our assessment on a combination of several independent lines of evidence...including observed climate change and the strength of known feedbacks simulated in [global climate models], we conclude that the global mean equilibrium warming for doubling of CO2, or ‘equilibrium climate sensitivity’, is likely to lie in the range 2 °C to 4.5 °C, with a most likely value of about 3 °C. Equilibrium climate sensitivity is very likely larger than 1.5 °C. For fundamental physical reasons as well as data limitations, values substantially higher than 4.5 °C still cannot be excluded, but agreement with observations and proxy data is generally worse for those high values than for values in the 2 °C to 4.5 °C range (US Government 2010, p. 13).

The Working Group selected the Roe and Baker (2007) probability distribution among four candidate distributions (Roe and Baker, log-normal, gamma, and Weibull), and calibrated it to be consistent with IPCC text above (US Government 2010).

Global social cost of carbon

One of the most important decisions made by the Working Group was its choice to estimate a “global” SCC rather than a “domestic” one. A domestic SCC value is meant to reflect the value of damages in the U.S. resulting from a unit change in carbon dioxide emissions, while a global SCC value is meant to reflect the value of damages worldwide. Because a majority of damages are expected to occur outside the U.S., estimated global SCCs are usually much higher than domestic ones.11

Legally, the relevant statutory provisions are usually ambiguous as to whether a domestic or global SCC is permissible (US Government 2010). However, empirical, theoretical, and ethical arguments strongly support the use of a global value.

7 David Anthoff now co-develops revised versions of FUND with Tol.
8 While similar in overall architecture, the models differ in some important ways that explain the different SCCs they produce. A discussion of these is beyond the scope of this article. A summary can be found in the Working Group’s analysis; Ackerman and Stanton (2011) also provide a comprehensive overview of climate economics that includes a detailed discussion and critique of the three models. Full descriptions of the models published by their developers are available as cited above.
9 The Working Group chose the EMF scenarios over those developed by the United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on the rationale that they were more recent (the IPCC scenarios date back to the 1997 Second Assessment Report), while at the same time also peer-reviewed, published, and publicly available. See http://emf.stanford.edu/ for a description.

10 This is in accord with the judgment that it “is likely to lie in the range 2 to 4.5 °C” and the IPCC definition of “likely” as greater than 66 % probability (Le Treut et al. 2007). “Very likely” indicates a greater than 90 % probability.
11 For example, in a 2009 regulation of fuel economy standards, the Department of Transportation calculated a separate $2 domestic SCC and a $33 global SCC (US Government 2010, p. 3).
First, from a purely self-interested standpoint, excluding global damages is not in U.S. interests, as greenhouse gas emissions have effects in other countries that will likely spill over to the U.S.A. For example, national security could be threatened from international disputes resulting from conflicts over stressed resources, humanitarian crises, sea level rise, epidemics, and mass migration from heavily impacted areas. Studies on national security and climate change describe global warming as a “threat multiplier,” and warn of impacts on the U.S.A. resulting from climate damages in the rest of the world.\textsuperscript{12,13}

From a public goods perspective, only a global SCC makes sense. If all countries conducted regulatory analyses using domestic SCCs, the result would be mitigation levels far below the optimum, creating a massive public goods failure.\textsuperscript{14} Strategically, emissions reductions the U.S.A. undertakes could lead other countries to reduce their emissions. If that turns out to be true, a domestic SCC will greatly underestimate the total benefits of emissions reductions.

Finally, it is difficult to ethically justify that the U.S.A. should value the damages it imposes upon other countries at zero. Many countries, especially poor ones, did not contribute to current CO$_2$ levels in the atmosphere, yet will suffer the worst consequences. Further, developed countries obtained their income status by emitting greenhouse gases, and as a result have more resources to absorb climate damages, while the opposite is true of the poor countries.

Discounting methodology

The Working Group used constant discount rates of 2.5, 3, and 5\%, and considered the value from 3 \% as the mean, or “central,” SCC value. It also gave as an upper-bound sensitivity the 95th percentile estimate from the 3 \% discount rate case. Before presenting the Working Group’s rationale for its discounting methodology, our critique of it, and our alternative estimates, we first provide necessary technical background in the next section.

Technical background on discounting

Discounting is a standard practice in economics when calculating costs and benefits over time. Because money today is more valuable than the same amount of money in the future due to interest and economic growth, a dollar today is not directly comparable to one received in the future. Economists therefore “discount” future income streams to express them in the same year’s value, or their “present value.”

The formula for discounting is straight forward. If $100 is invested today with a 5 \% real (inflation-adjusted) annual return, in 1 year it will be worth $105. In two, it will be worth $105 plus 5 \% of $105, or $110.25. Mathematically, this can be represented by a simple equation, $FV=PV\times(1+r)^t$, where $FV$ stands for future value, $PV$ for present value, $r$ for the discount rate, and $t$ for the year in which a cost or benefit occurs. Inverting the formula for the present value gives $PV=FV/(1+r)^t$. The discount rate is often estimated from market interest rates, discussed further below.

Applying this formula to climate damages that occur many years in the future shows why the discount rate is so critical. Twenty-five years from now, $100 worth of climate damage has a present value of only $30 ($100/(1.05^{25})$) if a 5 \% annual discount rate is used, due to the effect of compound interest. Occurring 100 years from now it is practically 0, at 76 cents.

The interest rate

The Working Group concluded that climate damages are expected to primarily affect consumers through higher prices of goods and services, rather than capital investments. As such, the SCC was discounted using what is referred to as a “consumption” discount rate,\textsuperscript{15} which reflects how much households are willing to sacrifice in consumption today in order to have more in the future, or how much they are willing to pay to borrow from future consumption. Broadly speaking, that amount will depend upon how

---

\textsuperscript{12}The CNA Corporation, (2007). National Security and the Threat of Climate Change. \url{http://securityandclimate.cna.org}.


\textsuperscript{14}Public goods failure in this context refers to a situation in which it is in one’s self interest to ignore negative externalities s/he is imposing on others; with everyone behaving this way, everyone is worse off than they would have been had they taken into account the effects of their choices on others.

\textsuperscript{15}The U.S. Office of Management and Budget distinguishes between projects that impact consumption verses investment flows. Specifically: “...the average before-tax rate of return to private capital in the U.S. economy...is a broad measure that reflects the returns to real estate and small business capital as well as corporate capital. It approximates the opportunity cost of capital, and it is the appropriate discount rate whenever the main effect of a regulation is to displace or alter the use of capital in the private sector...The effects of regulation do not always fall exclusively or primarily on the allocation of capital. When regulation primarily and directly affects private consumption (e.g., through higher consumer prices for goods and services), a lower discount rate is appropriate...This simply means the rate at which a society discounts future consumption flows to their present value.” (OMB 2003, p. 33).
impatient individuals are, the size of their incomes now versus what they expect them to be in the future, and the risk of default perceived by lenders for a given type of asset.

The Ramsey equation

Consumption discount rates are modeled in economic theory with a well-known equation developed by Frank Ramsey (1928):

\[ r = \rho + \eta g, \]

where \( r \) is the discount rate, \( \rho \) the “pure rate of time preference” (PRTP), \( \eta \) the “elasticity of marginal utility,” and \( g \) the per capita rate of growth in consumption.

The parameter \( \rho \) (“rho”) captures the psychological tendency to prefer experiencing utility from consumption today over delaying it into the future (i.e., how “impatient” an individual is). With multiple generations being affected by climate change, many argue that the only value for \( \rho \) that is both theoretically coherent and morally defensible is 0: \( \rho \) represents an individual’s preference for when he or she consumes wealth and income, not when others do; the person emitting greenhouse gases today is not the same person experiencing climate damages in the future. Ramsey himself argued that it is “ethically indefensible” to apply a positive rate of pure time preference across different generations. To our knowledge, the only potentially ethical justification put forth for doing so is the unlikely possibility that the human race becomes extinct in the future (for a reason unrelated to climate change).16

“Eta” (\( \eta \)) captures the utilitarian concept that as one’s income increases, each additional dollar gives less utility. Conversely, as income decreases, each additional dollar lost brings more “disutility.”

In the instance of social cost–benefit analysis, where a policy analyst is evaluating choices that affect multiple individuals over time, \( \eta \) takes on an additional, and important role: it weighs costs and benefits between individuals living in different time periods according to their income levels. For the SCC, damages would be weighed less over time the richer society becomes, as each additional dollar’s worth of damage brings less disutility at higher income levels. Conversely, if society becomes poorer over time, each additional dollar’s worth of damage would bring a higher disutility, justifying weighing future damages more heavily than present ones. In practice, this means that if future consumption is assumed to grow (decline), each additional dollar’s worth of damage in the future will be weighed less (more) than if it had occurred earlier in time.

Finally, the growth term, \( g \), correspondingly captures changes in income and consumption. If \( g \) is positive, the discount rate increases; if it is negative, it decreases. This relationship is also important, since climate damages could negatively interfere with economic productivity, resulting in a contraction of output and therefore lower discount rate. In the extreme, if the rate of time preference is 0, the Ramsey equation would yield a negative discount rate if output per capita is expected to decrease over time.

Ethical justifications for discounting future climate damages

From this discussion, we can see that one justification for discounting climate impacts is if people in the future are wealthier than people today. An example using the present value equation demonstrates the point. Suppose per capita consumption is equal to $35,000 today, and grows by 2 % per year. One hundred years from now, per capita consumption would be almost $254,000 ($35,000 \times 1.02^{100}$). The average person in 100 years would be almost $219,000 richer than the average person today. Assuming all things can be measured quantitatively in monetary units, only if damages exceed $219,000 will that future person be worse off than today as a result of climate change.

Another justification for discounting damages, one perhaps not as obvious, is based upon the concept of the opportunity cost of forgone investments. By investing in climate mitigation, society gives up the opportunity to invest that money in alternative assets, and as a result could actually lower future generations’ income relative to what it would have been otherwise. For instance, suppose the return on alternative investments is 5 % per year. If society spent $10 on mitigation to prevent the $100 in damages 100 years from now, that implies a return of approximately 2.33 % (at 2.33 % per year, $10 grows to $100 in future value). Had the $10 been invested at 5 % instead, there would be a 2.67 % higher return (5 % less 2.33 %), equal to $140. Only if it cost less than 76 cents to mitigate the $100 of damage would mitigation be a better investment (recall from above that 76 cents is the present value of $100 at 5 % interest over 100 years; any cost less than 76 cents would give a return higher than 5 %).

While these two reasons, wealthier future generations and the potential for higher returns elsewhere, might seem more justified than time preference discounting, they also rely upon value judgments. We take this up further below, after explaining the discount rates and methodology chosen by the Working Group.

---

16 The Stern Review (2007) used a rate of pure time preference of 0.1 % per year, based on an arbitrary estimate of the annual probability that the human race will not survive.
Discount rates and methodology as implemented by the Working Group

The Working Group chose three discount rates, based largely upon empirically observed interest rates, of 2.5, 3, and 5%.

The core rate of 3% was chosen on the basis that it is the average “risk-free” rate savers and borrowers use to discount future consumption, approximated by the long-term return on 10 year U.S. Treasury notes. A “risk-free” rate is justified if one assumes that individuals would be satisfied with a return on mitigation similar to one found on a “safe” asset, i.e., an asset that yields, with high confidence, a small but positive return.

The 2.5% rate was based upon historical data showing that, due to interest rate (and, indirectly, growth rate) uncertainty, investors implicitly use declining discount rates over long time periods that imply lower effective constant discount rates. The Working Group noted that this rate was also consistent with (1) the U.S. Office of Management and Budget guidelines specifying that rates lower than 3% can be used for sensitivity analysis in instances of intergenerational discounting; and (2) the possibility that the economy could be performing worse at higher future temperatures; in this instance, the marginal disutility of damages would be higher due to lower future income levels, justifying a lower discount rate.17

Finally, the highest value of 5% was justified on the grounds that some borrowers are willing to pay higher interest rates than the risk-free rate: “the high interest rates that credit-constrained individuals accept suggest that some account should be given to the discount rate revealed by their behavior” (US Government 2010). The Working Group also noted that 5% would be appropriate if the economy were performing better at higher future temperatures, perhaps due to higher growth rates associated with higher emission levels; in this instance, the marginal disutility of damages would be higher due to larger future income levels, justifying a higher discount rate.

In explaining its preference for market interest rates over a Ramsey formulation, the Working Group noted that there was wide disagreement as to what values parameters in the Ramsey equation should take, in particular $\rho$ and $\eta$. Not only is there a range of estimates of values as they apply to an individual’s own income over time, there is also a range of estimates over what individuals think these values should be when applied to individuals other than themselves. Choosing among different empirical or theoretical estimates would require normative judgments as to the appropriate Ramsey discount rate. The Working Group argued that, in contrast, market interest rates reflect actual preferences, and spare the decision maker from having to impose his or her own subjective values: “Advocates of this approach generally call for inferring the discount rate from market rates of return ‘because of a lack of justification for choosing a social welfare function that is any different than what [individuals] actually use’ (Arrow et al. 1996)” (US Government 2010). The Working Group thus concluded that market discount rates would be more “defensible and transparent.”

Critique of Working Group’s discount rates and methodology

Our critique of the Working Group’s discounting is straightforward. First, it did not consider the full range of consumption interest rates observed in markets, nor intergenerational discount rates established in the economics literature and recognized in government guidelines. Second, it treated every dollar worth of damages occurring in poorer regions as having equal impact as one occurring in wealthier ones. The Working Group failed to adequately justify its choices.

In this section, we discuss the alternative discount rates the Working Group elected not to use, as well as the rationale for equity weighting—a sound cost–benefit principle, for which a widely applied methodology is available to use when estimating the SCC.

The Working Group’s discount rates

The Working Group provided a rationale for the upper end discount rates it selected, but did not do the same for excluding lower values. Guidelines for economic analysis written by two prominent members of the Working Group, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), both consider lower rates appropriate in special circumstances, where benefits and costs are incurred by future generations. Britain’s government used a constant rate of 1.4% in the Stern Review’s SCC estimate (Stern 2007).

In a 2008 technical support document, EPA suggests a lower end value of 0.5% (and an upper end no greater than 3%),18 noting the following:

A review of the literature indicates that rates of three percent or lower are more consistent with conditions associated with long-run uncertainty in economic growth and interest rates, intergenerational considerations, and

---

17 Put another way, if there is any uncertainty in future consumption levels, mitigation pays off the most in bad states of the world, increasing its value. For a mathematical derivation of the relationship between uncertainty in income and marginal utility, see Cochrane (2001). Howarth (2003) also provides a helpful discussion.

18 EPA’s Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (2000) also note that estimates of intergenerational discount rates “generally range from one-half to three percent (p5%).” Interestingly, the most recently published Guidelines (2010) do not provide estimates of intergenerational discount rates.
the risk of high impact climate damages (which could reduce or reverse economic growth) (EPA 2008, p. 9).19

OMB suggests sensitivity analysis from 1 to 3 % would be reasonable:

Special ethical considerations arise when comparing benefits and costs across generations. Although most people demonstrate time preference in their own consumption behavior, it may not be appropriate for society to demonstrate a similar preference when deciding between the well-being of current and future generations. Future citizens who are affected by such choices cannot take part in making them, and today’s society must act with some consideration of their interest…

estimates of appropriate discount rates in this case, from the 1990s, [range] from 1 to 3 % per annum (OMB 2003, p. 35).

OMB writes further that lower rates can be justified on the basis of uncertainty about the appropriate rate to use over long time horizons:

A second reason for discounting the benefits and costs accruing to future generations at a lower rate is increased uncertainty about the appropriate value of the discount rate, the longer the horizon for the analysis. Private market rates provide a reliable reference for determining how society values time within a generation, but for extremely long time periods no comparable private rates exist (OMB 2003, p. 36).

With respect to the 3 and 2.5 % discount rates, the Working Group selected from the higher end of available estimates that each of these rates were intended to represent. The 3 % discount rate was chosen to approximate the post-tax “risk-free” rate of return. It represents the long-run average return on 10-year U.S. Treasury notes, which carry significantly more inflation risk than shorter-term low-risk assets.20 In the finance literature, Treasury bills are often interpreted as a risk-free asset, because their real returns are highly stable over time, and adjust rapidly to changes in inflation (Howarth 2003). Between 1926 and 2000, these paid an average pre-tax return of 0.7 % per year, and 0 % post-tax (Ibbotson Associates, 2001). Similarly, returns lower than the 3 % used by the Working Group are observed on safe private-sector assets, such as money market accounts and certificates of deposit. Even low-risk corporate bonds generate lower returns than the Working Group’s 3 %: over the same time period, Ibbotson finds an average return of 2.6 % pre-tax and 1.5 % post-tax.

The Working Group’s lowest discount rate of 2.5 %, based upon the work of Newell and Pizer (2003), was also the highest among available estimates of declining discount rates.21 Two alternatives imply lower effective (constant) discount rates: one officially published by the UK Treasury in guidelines for government analyses, and another estimated by Weitzman (2001), from a broad survey of economists.22 Weitzman elicited 2,800 responses from Ph.D. economists, who stated what discount rates they felt should be used for climate change damages the farther into the future they occur. The percentage of surveys returned was high (77 %), and his results published in the top economics journal in the profession. Notably, the top 50 prominent scholars in his sample (the “blue ribbon” economists, e.g., some with Nobel prizes) prescribed rates comparable to the other respondents.

In short, the full range of intergenerational discount rates (0.5 to 3 %, per EPA’s 2008 technical support document and OMB guidelines, the UK’s SCC estimate using 1.4 %, and the UK Green Book and Weitzman’s declining discount rate schedules) justify discount rates much lower than the Working Group’s lower bound of 2.5 %. The Working Group consistently chose the highest discount rates available, without explaining its rejection of alternative lower ones.

To review, the discussion above and in the previous section point to several justifications for low discount rates: (1) individuals may view mitigation investments similarly to how they value “safe” assets, i.e., assets that yield, with high certainty, small but positive returns; (2) to allow for the possibility that future generations will have a preference for alternative discount rates and methodologies; (3) to allow for the possibility that private market rates for extremely long time horizons, were they to exist, may be lower than observed interest rates; (4) to reflect the fact that investors implicitly use declining discount rates over long time periods, implying lower effective constant discount rates;

21 Newell and Pizer estimated two declining discount that gave equivalent constant discount rates of 2.2 and 2.8 %; the Working Group took 2.5 as a mid-point.

22 As shown in the next section, using either alternative discount rate schedule produces higher SCC estimates than the Working Group’s at 2.5 %.
and (5) to take into account the possibility that the economy could be performing worse at higher future temperatures, so that the marginal disutility of damages would be higher due to lower future income levels.

To this list, one more factor can be added: private investors (and hence market interest rates) do not take into account pollution externalities resulting from production, such as the depreciation of natural capital (e.g., loss of natural habitats to development and pollution) and public health damages, or other potentially negative social impacts related to economic production, such as inequality. They therefore tend to overestimate the impact growth has on real social welfare.

Sterner and Person (2008) provide an interesting and related argument: as access to environmental goods and services is reduced by climate damages, their relative value will increase substantially so that the “public bads” from climate change, and therefore the SCC, will be much higher. Indeed, they find that adjusting relative prices could have equally powerful impacts on the SCC as discount rates.

We can get a sense of the distortion in market interest rates caused by negative externalities by examining past efforts made to adjust gross domestic product (GDP) for them. Estimates vary widely, depending upon the year(s) examined and the methodologies employed, but all find adjusted growth to be lower than unadjusted. Goodstein (2004) summarizes three studies of adjusted annual GDP per capita growth, finding a range of 0.2 to 3.1 percentage points lower, for various time periods. A more recent analysis by Talberth et al. (2007) found annual per capita adjusted growth rate 2.5 percentage points below GDP. This data suggests that, based upon historical data alone (which may be more forgiving than the future under climate change), adjusting the real growth rate term in the Ramsey equation, or the growth implicit in market interest rates, could significantly lower the discount rate.

Equity weighting

As with lower discount rates, equity weighting is strongly justified in the academic literature, and common in policy analysis. Extensive research finds that many individuals believe that inequality reduces their welfare even if their own income level is unaffected, referred to as “inequality aversion.” Correspondingly, equity weights are discussed extensively in the economics literature, and widely used in policy analysis (Azar and Sterner 1996; Fankhauser et al. 1997), including by Great Britain (Clarkson and Deyes 2002), Germany (Umweltbundesamt 2007), and the European Commission. As Anthoff et al. (2009) argue, the question is not whether to use equity weights, but rather what equity weights to use. Contrary to the Working Group’s argument, there is simply no way of avoiding the issue: by failing to equity weight the SCC, the Working group effectively assumed an equity weight of unity, i.e., a dollar’s worth of damage to a poor person is equivalent to one experienced by a wealthier person.

Inequality aversion is particularly relevant with climate change: poorer regions are expected to have far less income to cope with damages than are wealthier regions, a problem compounded by the fact that they are also expected to bear more of the damages while having contributed the least to the problem.24 The methodology used by the Working Group neglects this inequality, both at any given point in time, as well as with respect to changes in wealth over time.25,26

The Working Group acknowledged the validity of arguments in favor of equity weighting, but countered those with what we view as a weak rationale. Specifically, it noted that emissions reductions also impose costs that would need to be equity weighted, in order to completely account for equity impacts of mitigation, i.e., a given cost of emissions reductions would impose a greater utility or welfare loss on a poor region than on a wealthy one (US Government 2010, footnote 7). The problem with this argument is that regulations mitigating greenhouse gases in the U.S.A. will impose costs predominantly on the U.S.A.;27 a global policy with different mitigation costs across countries is not what is being evaluated.

Objectivity and transparency

In the final analysis, the Working Group’s claim, that using observed market interest rates allows the decision maker to

23 Goodstein summarizes Nordhaus and Tobin (1972), who estimate a 0.7 percentage point difference in annual per capita growth between 1929 and 1965, and a 1.8 percentage point difference between 1947 and 1965; Zolatas (1981), who estimates 1.8 % (1947–1965), 1.6 % (1950–1965), and 1.5 % (1965–1977) differences; and Daly and Cobb (1989), who estimate differences of 0.2 (1950–1960), 0.6 (1960–1970), 3 (1970–1980) and 3.1 (1980–1986).

24 Though a majority of these regions are expected to remain poor in the future, some inequality will be mitigated by the fact that a few countries are projected to grow so rapidly that they eventually catch up with today’s wealthier countries.

25 Although not the focus of this paper, it is important to note that the Working Group’s use of constant discount rates is internally inconsistent the EMF-22 scenarios in the IAM models specifying growth rates that vary by regions.

26 An extensive discussion of questions related to equity weighting can be found in Dietz et al. (2009).

27 Theoretically, it is possible that U.S. regulations could increase prices of internationally consumed goods, but we would argue such effects would be orders of magnitude smaller than costs to the U.S., if any at all.
avoid imposing his or her own normative judgments, cannot be sustained. In effect, it assumes that future generations will have a preference for consumption discount rates; that these rates should be approximated by market interest rates rather than through the Ramsey equation; that the rate of time preference should be greater than 0 (a positive time preference is embedded in market rates); and that inequality aversion is not important. All of these assumptions require ethical judgments by the decision maker that cannot be avoided.

Nor are market interest rates “transparent”: one cannot determine what is implicitly being assumed regarding impatience preferences (the rate of time preference), versus what is being assumed about preferences to smooth income, and hence consumption, over time.

Re-estimating the WG’s estimates using alternative discounting and equity weighting

Alternative discount rates and declining discount rates

We re-ran the Working Group’s SCC models using constant discount rates of 1, 1.5, and 2 %, rates consistent with those suggested by both EPA and OMB; we also re-ran them using the UK Green Book and Weitzman declining discount rate schedules.\(^{28,29}\) Table 1 presents our results, alongside the Working Group’s SCC estimates using 2.5, 3, and 5 %. In addition, we provide the 95th and 99th percentile estimates at all discount rates.

Our alternative estimates find the highest SCC using the 1 % constant discount rate, equal to $266 ($758 and $1,774 at the 95th and 99th percentiles, respectively), and the lowest at $55 using the UK Green Book schedule ($156 and $304 at the 95th and 99th percentiles, respectively). Our five estimates exceed the Working Group’s main estimate of $21 by factors ranging from 2.6 (Green Book) to 12.7 (1 % discount rate). Three exceed the Working Group’s 95th percentile estimate of $65 at the 3 % discount rate by factors ranging from 1.9 (1.5 % discount rate) to 4 (1 % discount rate), one is almost identical ($62 at the 2 % discount rate), and the fifth 15 % lower ($55 using Green Book). All of the Working Group’s 99th percentile values are lower than ours; the former range from $29 to $221, and the latter $304 to $1,774.

Equity weights

To reestimate the Working Group’s SCCs with equity weighting, we employ the most widely used methodology in the SCC literature, originally developed for the FUND model by its authors (Anthoff et al. 2009). The

---

\(^{28}\) The UK declining discount rate schedule (Lowe, 2008) is as follows:\(^{ab}\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>0–30</th>
<th>31–75</th>
<th>76–125</th>
<th>126–200</th>
<th>201–300</th>
<th>301+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>3.00 %</td>
<td>2.57 %</td>
<td>2.14 %</td>
<td>1.71 %</td>
<td>1.29 %</td>
<td>0.86 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)There are two declining discount rate schedules in UK guidelines, one that includes a positive value for the rate of time preference and one that excludes it. This schedule is the one that excludes it.

\(^{b}\)The Stern Review used a constant discount rate of 1.4 %.

\(^{29}\) The Weitzman (2009) schedule is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>1–5</th>
<th>6–25</th>
<th>26–75</th>
<th>76–300</th>
<th>300+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, new versions of the models would need to be re-coded to use the socioeconomic scenarios used by the Working Group.
method uses the Ramsey equation to discount damages, to which we then apply an equity weight. We describe our approach here only very generally, with the equations and a fuller description given in the Appendix.

The FUND formula for equity weighting is incorporated into the newest versions of DICE and PAGE, but unfortunately was not in the versions used by the Working Group. As such, we were only able to demonstrate the potential impact of equity weighting on the Working Group’s SCCs using FUND. Had we been able to apply our methodology to DICE and PAGE, results would not be identical. However, they would be qualitatively similar; that is, the SCC would increase relative to the original Working Group estimates.

Our overall method was as follows. We first solved for the same rate of time preference $\rho$ (see The social cost of carbon models used by the Working Group section above) that reproduced the SCCs obtained by the Working Group, assuming a value of 1 for $\eta$, the elasticity of marginal utility and the realized consumption growth rates corresponding to the given EMF-22 socioeconomic scenario for different regions. We set $\eta$ equal to 1 because it is a commonly used value in the literature, and the simplest way to do the calculation.\(^30,31\) It is important to note, however, that in this exercise we are not advocating any particular value of $\eta$ (or $\rho$); rather, we are demonstrating the potential impact of imposing regional equity weights. Different values of $\eta$ would produce different SCCs (further discussed in the Appendix), so the estimates presented here should not be interpreted as the only possible values the Working Group would have obtained had it used regional equity weights.

We had to use an iterative process to solve for $\rho$, and therefore limited our search for solutions to be within the range of 0 to 4 % (each discount rate would produce a different $\rho$); the highest value used in the literature of which we are aware is 3 %, and this is from earlier work by Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). In his most recent work, Nordhaus uses 1.5 % (Nordhaus and Boyer 2000; Nordhaus 2011). We iterated as high as 4 % to see what the results might look like.

Next, using the $\rho$’s corresponding to each discount rate, we re-ran FUND with equity weights. In effect, we isolate the impact of adding equity weights from the time discounting component of the Working Group’s SCCs.

Table 2 presents our results, alongside the Working Group’s original estimates. We include the rates of time preference corresponding to each discount rate. For the 2.5 and 3 % discount rates, we find that adding regional equity weights increases the SCC by more than tenfold, with average (over all five EMF socioeconomic scenarios) corresponding rates of time preference equal to 1.1 and 1.54 %, respectively.

Interestingly, to reproduce the Working Group’s SCCs at the 5 % discount rate required very high rates of time preference—higher than the 3 % used in Nordhaus and Boyer’s older work (2000), and significantly higher than Nordhaus’s current 1.5 %. At the 5 % discount rate, the SCC switches from being positive to negative (i.e., there are net benefits from warming),\(^32\) with a corresponding average rate of time preference of 3.2 %. For two EMF scenarios, there was no solution between 0 and 4 %—we would have had to iterate across values greater than 4 for the rate of time preference.

For the three EMF scenarios for which we could solve, the corresponding rates of time preference were 3.4, 3.3, and 2.9 % (for the average of 3.2 %). Thus, if the Working Group had used Ramsey discounting, it would have had to assume rates of time preference unobserved in the literature (i.e., greater than 3) for four of its five socioeconomic scenarios, in order to reproduce its estimates under the 5 % discount rate.\(^33\)

**Policy implications**

The SCCs we have calculated have important implications in setting emission standards. In this section, we examine cost–benefit calculations from two federal regulatory impact analyses (RIA) that utilized the Working Group’s SCCs. The first is from an energy efficiency standard set for small electric motors, also the first rulemaking for which the Working Group’s SCCs were used. The second looks at a recently proposed rule restricting carbon emissions from newly constructed electric power units, not yet finalized as of the time of this writing.

\(^32\)FUND is the only model of the three used by the Working Group to estimate a negative SCC. This is a result of a controversial benefit included in FUND that predicts CO2 fertilization will significantly increase agricultural yields in the early stages of warming. For research finding counterbalancing negative impacts of climate change on agriculture, see Lobell et al. (2011), Fisher et al. (2012), Roberts and Schlenker (2012), and Schlenker and Roberts (2009). Because these benefits come early, higher discount rates can have the effect of reversing the sign of the SCC, as relative to damages that occur much later in time, these benefits are less impacted by the compounding effect of discounting.

\(^33\)The authors are currently examining whether this result holds for other values of $\eta$.  

\(^30\)See, for example, Nordhaus (2011), Stern (2007), Hope (2008), and Anthoff et al. (2009).

\(^31\)As discussed in the Appendix, while our equity weighting increases the Working Group SCCs, alternative values for $\eta$ could produce both higher and lower equity weighted estimates than those presented here.
Energy efficiency standard

In a detailed examination of federal rulemakings, Masur and Posner (2010) demonstrate that, contrary to claims made in various RIAs, the standard which maximizes net benefits could depend upon which Working Group SCC is used. We borrow one of their examples, the energy efficiency standard for small electric motors, and extend the analysis using the alternative SCCs we have calculated.

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act instructs the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to adopt energy conservation standards that are technologically feasible and economically justified, and would result in significant energy savings. In accordance with this directive, DOE promulgated efficiency standards for small electric motors, published in the U.S. Federal Register in March of 2010 (DOE 2010).

The Department set standards for two types of motors. We present results here for one of those, polyphase small electric motors, and extend the analysis using the alternative SCCs we have calculated.

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act instructs the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to adopt energy conservation standards that are technologically feasible and economically justified, and would result in significant energy savings. In accordance with this directive, DOE promulgated efficiency standards for small electric motors, published in the U.S. Federal Register in March of 2010 (DOE 2010).

The Department set standards for two types of motors. We present results here for one of those, polyphase small electric motors; qualitatively, conclusions are the same for the other motor (capacitor start).

For polyphase motors, DOE considered eight stringency levels, and presented calculations of total net benefits for each using the Working Group’s four SCC values of $5, $21, $35, and $65. Table 3 below reproduces DOE’s analysis. DOE justified the standard it ultimately chose, option 4b, on the basis that it maximized net benefits. The agency noted that this was the case at any carbon price.

This conclusion is an artifact of the options it examined, however. From Table 3, one can see that if option 4b had not been considered, or was not available, net benefits are maximized under option 4 at carbon prices of $5 and $21. At $35, options 4 and 5 both provide the maximum (equivalent) net benefits. At $65, level 5 is the economically efficient choice.

It is also the case that an SCC between $35 and $65 would have resulted in option 5 delivering a higher net benefit than option 4. This is because technology costs don’t vary across different SCCs, but net gains do as emissions reduction increases with higher stringency levels. Thus, the relative benefits in emissions reduction outweigh the increased technology costs between options 4 and 5 (leaving out option 4b).

Any of the alternative SCCs we have estimated in this paper would justify the stringency level of option 5 in the absence of 4b; our lowest estimate, using the Green Book declining discount rate, was $55 per metric ton. This is of significant consequence in regards to emission levels: CO₂ reductions are almost 20% greater in option 5 compared to option 4b (18.3 versus 15.4 metric tons, respectively), and almost twice as high between 5 and 4 (18.3 metric tons of CO₂ versus 9.3, respectively). Table 4 presents the corresponding emissions reductions for each option, from 2015 to 2045.

Proposed carbon standards for new power plants

A pivotal role for the SCC can also be inferred from a recent proposed rule to restrict carbon emissions from new power plants.

Under Section 111(b) of the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is required to set “new source performance standards” for new power plants. Accordingly, in March of 2012, the Agency proposed the first national limit on CO₂ emissions from new fossil fuel-fired electric generating units (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2012).

An emission limit of 1,000 lbs of CO₂ per megawatt hour (MWh) of generation was proposed, somewhat higher than the emission rate of a new natural gas plant (820 lbs/MWh) and significantly lower than that of a new uncontrolled coal plant (1,800 lbs/MWh). As part of its regulatory impact analysis, the Agency calculated carbon damages for coal relative to natural gas.

Table 2 Estimated 2010 Social Cost of CO₂, adding regional equity weights to Working Group (WG) estimates, assuming eta=1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2.50 %</th>
<th>3 %</th>
<th>5 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant consumption discounting (WG estimates)</td>
<td>$14</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td>$1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective rate or time preference corresponding to WG estimates</td>
<td>1.10 %</td>
<td>1.54 %</td>
<td>3.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised WG estimates with regional equity weights</td>
<td>$145</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Footnote 33 above explains FUND’s negative SCC estimates at high discount rates.

Excludes two EMF socioeconomic solutions for which the solution for the rate of time preference would have exceeded our iteration range of 0 to 4%

These emission rates are for a model 600-MW plant operating at an assumed 85% capacity factor and built in 2016. Capacity factor is the actual output of a power plant relative to the maximum generation it can produce if operating at full capacity over a given period of time.
The exercise was purely illustrative: because natural gas plants have become cheaper to build and operate than coal, natural gas, and therefore the proposed emissions limit, was cost-effective irrespective of its lower pollution levels. Carbon damages were not needed to justify the standard on cost–benefit grounds. The value of the SCC thus appears non-controversial.

However, similar to the energy efficiency standard discussed in the previous example, this conclusion is an artifact of the technologies compared, which the Agency limited to natural gas and coal. If instead the Agency had assessed the cost-effectiveness of either new wind or solar photovoltaic relative to fossil fuel generation, both the Working Group and our SCCs would justify a stronger emissions limit (or technology standard).

Table 5 shows total system costs in cents per kilowatt hour for new generation sources, taken from the Department of Energy’s 2012 Annual Energy Outlook (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2012). In Table 6, we use differences in generation costs to calculate the “break-even” SCC needed to make a cleaner generation source cost-effective with a more polluting one. The first column in Table 6 shows a cost differential based upon the differences in generation costs given in Table 5, as well as damages from two other pollutants monetized in the RIA, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxide (NOx). For example, the generation cost difference between solar photovoltaic and coal in Table 5 is 5.2 cents/kWh. After adding 1.2 cents/kWh in damages from SO2 and NOx, the cost differential is lowered to 4 cents/kWh, as indicated in Table 6.

In the second column of Table 6 we determine what additional carbon damages (i.e., SCC) corresponds to the cost differential (inclusive of SO2 and NOx damages) between the cleaner and more polluting generation source. The higher the carbon emissions of the dirtier source relative to the cleaner one, the lower the break-even SCC, holding generation and SO2/NOx cost differences constant. The final column provides the closest SCC value presented in this paper corresponding to the break-even SCC.

New natural gas and wind are competitive over new coal absent any pollution costs, and therefore no SCC is required to make them cost-effective. An SCC between the Working Group’s two highest estimates ($35 and $65), of $50, would justify building solar photovoltaic over coal; this is the lowest break-even SCC and can be explained by coal’s very high carbon emissions. An SCC of $215 would justify solar over natural gas. Our

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulation level</th>
<th>Cumulative CO2 emission reduction 2015–2045</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

35 These figures are for plants built in 2017, and take into account factors that vary widely by technology, such as capacity factors, transmission costs, and operation and maintenance expenses. Tax incentives or subsidies that would lower costs are not included, i.e., these are generation costs before applying any subsidies that would lower cost.
36 Calculations for a given pollution damage were as follows: $ damage/kWh = (total annual tons of emissions for unit type × $ damage/ton)/total number of annual kilowatt hours for a model 600 megawatt (MW) power plant operating at an 85% capacity factor. For example, a model 600 MW coal plant emits 3.6 million tons of CO2 per year and generates 4,467.6 million KWhs of electricity (1.7 million tons of CO2 for a comparable natural gas plant). An SCC of $35 thus generates 2.8 cents/kWh in carbon pollution damages for a coal plant, while an SCC of $65 generates 5.2 cents/kWh in damages. Corresponding to this, the 4 cents/kWh generation cost differential in Table 6 for solar photovoltaic versus coal falls between 2.8 and 5.2 cents/kWh, and the $50/ton break even SCC between $35/ton and $65/ton.
37 We use the midpoint of damage estimates for SO2 and NOx provided in the RIA. SO2 and NOx damages are large for coal and negligible for natural gas; SO2 damages account for the majority of costs from these two pollutants.
Table 5 Generation costs for new plants constructed in 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Cents/kWh (2007$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar photovoltaic</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The closest corresponding SCC is the 99th percentile using a 2.5% discount rate, $221. Wind would require an SCC of $74 to be cost-effective over natural gas. This is slightly above the Working Group’s highest SCC ($65), but significantly below our next highest estimate of $107 (95th percentile estimate using a 2.5% discount rate).

The break-even SCCs presented here are conservative in three respects. First, the SCC grows over time, whereas the SCCs used here are for 2010. Accounting for the growth of SCCs over time would increase the cost of generation (inclusive of carbon damages) with coal or gas for a given starting SCC, reducing the 2010 SCC that corresponds to break even generation costs. Second, technological innovation may continue to drive down costs of wind and solar in the future, further lowering the break-even SCC. Third, we do not account for externalities other than air emissions from the power plants, such as methane emissions from natural gas wells and land disturbance from coal mining.

Discussion

These two regulatory impact analyses suggest that overall emission reductions achieved by a collection of efficiency and air pollution standards could be influenced by the SCC. This appears to be the case with the Working Group’s higher SCCs, and even more so with our alternative SCCs (or if the SCC increases for other reasons). Executive orders emphasizing the importance of benefits relative to costs are not legally binding, but regulators may feel more comfortable proposing stricter rules the more they can back them up with strong benefits calculations.

Recent Congressional attacks on the Clean Air Act are instructive: advocates have vigorously defended the Act by pointing to the enormous benefit–cost ratios found in EPA’s economic analyses of the statute’s implementation, and these ratios are frequently cited in the press. Interestingly, one monetized benefit drives this result: the value of reducing risks to life, as measured by the “value of a statistical life” (VSL). Estimates of the VSL started out very small, but grew substantially over time as they developed in the economics literature. If SCC estimates follow the same trajectory, the long-run consequence of its role in cost–benefit analysis could be significant. Stronger standards might be proposed, and those that are promulgated are likely to be easier to defend against political attacks.

Conclusion

Regulatory standards governing carbon emission reductions may well hinge on the value of the social cost of carbon (SCC). The estimates we report under our different sensitivities span values that are markedly higher than the Working Group’s. Had the Working Group used a set of discount rates and discounting methodology considered appropriate for intergenerational costs and benefits, more stringent standards would be justified. The same conclusion applies to our equity weighting results: had the Working Group weighed damages according to income levels, a common practice in the SCC literature, its values would be much higher. Even net benefits calculations using the Working Group’s own range of values can justify higher stringency levels, depending upon which of their SCCs are used.

In addition to demonstrating the importance of discounting and equity weighting on the Working Group’s estimates, we hope we have provided a useful introduction to the social cost of carbon. Its estimation is a fundamentally interdisciplinary exercise involving multiple ethical and technical challenges; improving upon it thus depends critically upon input from a
Table 6 SCCs required to make cleaner generation cost-effective (2007$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural gas versus coal</th>
<th>Wind versus coal</th>
<th>Solar photovoltaic versus coal</th>
<th>Wind versus natural gas</th>
<th>Solar photovoltaic versus natural gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable*</td>
<td>Not applicable*</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable*</td>
<td>Not applicable*</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$74</td>
<td>$215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable*</td>
<td>Not applicable*</td>
<td>Between WG 2.5 % ($35) and WG 3 % 95th percentile ($65)</td>
<td>Between WG 3 % 95th percentile ($65) and JH 2.5 % 95th percentile ($107)**</td>
<td>JH 2.5 % 99th percentile ($221)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Both natural gas and wind are more cost-effective than coal without consideration of carbon damages.

**Even though the Working Group uses 2.5 percent as one of its discount rates, we classify this as a JH estimate because the Working Group does not include this value as one that regulatory agencies can use in their impact analyses.

 broaden range of expertise. With the unlikely prospect of comprehensive climate legislation in Congress at present, direct or indirect (e.g., through energy efficiency standards) regulation of greenhouse gases under existing law is likely to be the primary tool used to address climate change in the United States for the foreseeable future, with the SCC taking on an increasingly important role.
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Appendix

The FUND model uses the Ramsey discounting formula to apply regional equity weights to damages based upon whether they occur in poorer versus wealthier regions.

To understand the methodology in more detail, this Appendix describes the discounting equations themselves—both the one used by the Working Group, and the Ramsey formulation we used to apply regional equity weights. We include here a review of some of the concepts discussed in “The social cost of carbon models used by the Working Group” section.

Equation 1 below shows the Working Group’s discount rate formula, where $\delta$ is the constant discount rate, $t$ the time period, $r$ a given region, and $D_{tr}$ damages in region $r$ in time period $t$ caused by one additional ton of CO$_2$ emitted today. $T$ is the number of years considered for the analysis.

$$SCC = \sum_r \left( \frac{C_n}{C_{0r}} \right)^{\eta} \sum_t D_{tr} \left( \frac{1}{1 + \rho + \eta gt} \right)^t$$

(1)

In layman’s terms, Eq. 1 discounts all damages by the same discount rate $\delta$, regardless of the region in which they occur, and then sums them over time.

Equation 2 describes Ramsey discounting, without an equity weight applied between regions.

$$SCC = \sum_r \left( \frac{C_n}{C_{0r}} \right)^{\eta} \sum_t D_{tr} \left( \frac{1}{1 + \rho + \eta gt} \right)^t$$

(2)

where $\eta$ is the elasticity of marginal utility, $\rho$ the pure rate of time preference (PRTP), and $g_t$ average per capita world consumption growth between the present and time $t$.

The PRTP is the most controversial parameter, as it captures a tendency to prefer experiencing utility from consumption today rather than delaying it into the future—thus discounting future damages to individuals simply because they have the misfortune of being born later. The parameter $\eta$ represents the idea that as one’s income increases, each additional dollar brings less utility; correspondingly, one dollar’s worth of climate damages causes more “disutility” to a poor individual than it does to a wealthier one. The growth term, $g_t$, correspondingly captures changes in income. If $g_t$ is positive, the discount rate increases; if it is negative, it decreases.

Finally, we apply a regional equity weight to Eq. 2

$$SCC = \sum_r \left( \frac{C_n}{C_{0r}} \right)^{\eta} \sum_t D_{tr} \left( \frac{1}{1 + \rho + \eta gt} \right)^t$$

(3)

where $C_n$ is consumption per capita in time 0 in the region to which other regions’ damages are weighted, $C_{0r}$ per capita

More precisely, let $g_t$ be the actual consumption growth rate at time $s$, then $g_t$ is defined by the following equation $$(1 + g_t)^t = \prod_{s=0}^{t} (1 + g_s)^t$$, i.e., $g_t$ is the geometric mean growth from the present to time $t$. 


consumption at time 0 for a given region \( r \) for which the equity weight is computed, and \( C_n \) per capita consumption at time \( t \) in region \( r \). \( g_n \) now stands for the average consumption growth between the present and time \( t \) in region \( r \) (the precise definition follows the same method as outlined in the footnote above).

We set \( C_n \) equal to U.S. per capita income, so that the equity weight for impacts in the U.S.A. is 1, i.e., that impacts in the U.S.A. are valued the same way as any other cost or benefit within the U.S.A. would be valued.\(^{43,44}\)

To estimate a regionally equity weighted SCC corresponding to a given constant consumption discount rate used by the Working Group, we first solved for the value of \( \rho \) in Eq. 2 that gave us the same SCC as obtained for a given consumption discount rate \( \delta \) in Eq. 1, assuming a value of 1 for \( \eta \) and the realized consumption growth rates corresponding to the given EMF-22 socioeconomic scenario for different regions. For each EMF-22 scenario, we obtained a value for \( \rho \), denoted hereafter \( \bar{\rho} \). After solving for \( \bar{\rho} \), we then substituted that value into Eq. 3, to get the final regionally equity weighted SCCs corresponding to the different consumption discount rates. In effect, we isolate the impact of adding equity weights from the time discounting component of the Working Group’s SCCs.

We set \( \eta \) equal to 1 because it was the simplest way to do the calculation, and because it is the most used value in the literature. It is important to note, however, that in this exercise we are not advocating any particular value of \( \eta \) (or \( \rho \)); rather, we are demonstrating the importance of imposing regional equity weights on the Working Group’s SCC estimates for a given consumption discount rate.

Different values of \( \eta \) would produce different SCCs and corresponding \( \bar{\rho} \)s, so the equity-weighted estimates presented here should not be interpreted as the only possible values the Working Group would have obtained had it used regional equity weights. In general, damages can increase or decrease as \( \eta \) increases, depending upon how incomes for rich versus poor regions compare relative to one another in a given time period (equity weighting between regions in a given time period), and relative to their starting values (“marginal utility” weighting for a given region over time via the discount rate). The latter effect, however, does not impact our SCCs, as we held that constant by varying \( \rho \) (see above). The effect of \( \eta \) can also vary depending upon whether regions are assumed to get benefits from climate change (e.g., through CO\(_2\) fertilization) and the income level of regions obtaining such benefits.

---

\(^{43}\) Ideally, the models would be constructed at a more disaggregated level such that inequalities within countries could also be accounted for. At present, however, the models are not sufficiently developed to do so, and it would be challenging to modify them due to limited inequality data in many parts of the world.

\(^{44}\) It is important to note that equity weighted results can be presented using different per capita consumption levels for normalization, as long as the costs of mitigation (and any other costs and benefits in the U.S.) are similarly weighted. Regardless of the normalization weight chosen, if it is consistently applied across all costs and benefits the conclusion of a cost–benefit analysis will not change (i.e., the cost–benefit ratio will stay the same). In calculating an SCC for any given region, using that region’s per capita income as the normalization weight reduces the likelihood of errors in a cost–benefit analysis. If a social cost of carbon that is equity weighted and normalized with world average per capita consumption is used in a U.S. cost–benefit analysis, one consequently has to equity weight the other costs and benefits the same way, with a weight also less than 1. In practice this would be highly cumbersome, confusing, and prone to error. Alternatively one can pick U.S. per capita income as the normalization for the equity weighting, as was done in Anthoff et al. (2009) and for the FUND results presented in this paper. With this normalization, the equity weight for the U.S. is 1, and the need to equity weight any other costs or benefits in the U.S. to which the benefits of emission reductions might be compared is not necessary, given that a weight of 1 would not change these estimates.
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